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Jessica said...
My husband and I were married 12/31/12, and I wanted to have a first dance
that was more than just swaying in a circle. My husband is not so coordinated
when it comes to dancing and was reluctant about a fancy dance. After
several lessons with a patient, enthusiastic and encouraging Lee, we had an
amazing fist dance. Lee was able to break down the steps in various ways
until it clicked. He was also very flexible with lesson times, as we are both
physicians and have crazy schedules. Lessons were also a great way to
connect and spend time with my husband without directly talking about the
wedding. We did take a short four week group class, which was great as well.
We are thinking about continuing the group lessons just for fun
Wedding: 12/31/2012
Services Used: Unique Services (Other)
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Melissa said...
We've used the services of Beginning Ballroom twice in the past 5 years and
will be using them for a third time during the Summer of 2016. They helped us
with our own wedding and now for our daughters' weddings. I can't tell you
how awesome it feels to go on the dance floor (especially on a cruise) and
know what we're doing. We highly recommend Lee and Christine. They are
talented, knowledgeable, witty, accommodating and all around great people!
Wedding: 10/10/2010
Services Used: Unique Services (Other)
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User3985079 said...
My husband and I took dance lessons from Beginning Ballroom prior to our
wedding. We had a great time learning not only a great selection of moves for
our first dance, a foxtrot, but also the steps to several other dances including
swing, the waltz, rhumba, and even salsa. Beginning ballroom's private
lessons were a great break from wedding planning where we could just focus
on spending time together and having fun. In fact, we enjoyed the lessons so
much that we continued even after our wedding! We had a wonderful time
dancing throughout our wedding and had many guests come up to
complement us on how great our first dance was. In addition, now that we
know how to dance, we have much more fun at weddings and other events
where there is dancing. Beginning Ballroom has a great atmosphere for
learning to dance. They are really willing to tailor your lessons to what you
want, be that to learn a number of different steps, or learn and polish a dance
for your wedding.
Wedding: 2+ years ago
Services Used: Unique Services (Other)
Reviewed On: 03/22/2014
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Kelly said...
My husband and I took 10 weeks of ballroom dance lessons with Lee and
Christine prior to our wedding. Friends had raved about them. They were so
accommodating in their schedule, laid-back, reasonable, and fun to work with.
Lee helped us put together a little routine to our wedding song which wow'd all
of our guests and was enjoyable for us as well. Because the lessons were so
laid-back, both my husband and I truly enjoyed them (my husband was a
terrible dancer and initally very reluctant!!). We would laugh, learn, and walk
away with skills that we still use. We did them in the evenings, after work, and
followed up with dinner in nearby Belvedere square every week. What a
perfect regular date night and way to unwind from wedding stress! I highly
recommend Beginner Ballroom and look forward to using them again in the
future myself.
Wedding: 04/27/2007
Services Used: Unique Services (Other)
Reviewed On: 04/03/2014
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